THE NIGHT MANAGER

TEST LEVEL 5

Name:

1 Match the information with the characters. Draw lines between them.
1 Owns the Nefertiti Hotel and buys arms.
a Jonathan Pine
2 Is the night manager at the hotel
b Richard Roper
3 Is “the worst man in the world”.
c Sophie
4 Gave Pine some papers.
d Freddie Hamid
5 Works for British Intelligence
e Mark Ogilvey
/5
2 Read the sentences about Chapter One. Write T (true) or F (false) or DS (does not say).
1 Sophie was Hamid’s girlfriend.
2 Jonathan read the papers that Sophie asked him to copy.
3 Jonathan only made one copy of the papers.
4 Sophie loved Jonathan.
5 Jonathan did not show the papers to anyone.
/5
3 What happened to Sophie? Choose the correct answer (a, b, c or d).
a She disappeared.
b She was murdered.
c She escaped.
d She was kidnapped.
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/1
4 Complete the text. Use the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
A few weeks later, Jonathan 1
(wait) in a café, when his new boss Leonard Burr
arrived. He 2
(be) a strange little man with a northern voice. His clothes were not
tidy. But he was very intelligent, and he 3
(have) a happy wife and children at home.
4
Burr managed an agency that
(help) British Intelligence. He 5
(watch) Roper for years.
/5
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5 Complete the sentences about Chapter Two. Choose the correct options (a, b, c or d).
1 A limousine arrived at the hotel with …
a Roper, his girlfriend and bodyguards.
b Roper and some secret agents.
c some very badly dressed guests.
2 Apo will meet Roper and his friends …
a far away from the hotel, at another restaurant.
b to go sailing on the boat.
c for lunch the following day.
3 Burr wanted Jonathan to work for …
a Operation Limpet.
b Roper and his team.
c the owner of the hotel.
4 Sophie died because she …
a cheated on Hamid.
b told Hamid about Jonathan.
c told Hamid to stop buying guns.

/4

6 Write the passive form of the sentences.
1 Someone tells Roper about the papers.
Roper was

.

2 They saw Jack Linden talking with an Australian in a bar.

Jack

.

3 Nobody has found the Australian’s body.

..
4 Somebody took photographs of men sitting in a Caribbean law firm.

..
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7 Match the questions with the answers. Draw lines between them.
1 Why are the cartels buying arms from Roper?
a To Canada.
2 Why are the cartels not happy with Corkoran?
b He is a gentleman.
3 Where did Jonathan go on a ship?
c He drinks and takes drugs.
4 Who did Jonathan start meeting?
d Roper’s son
5 Where did Jonathan go next?
e Yvonne
6 Who did Jonathan save?
f To the Bahamas.
/6
8 Complete the sentences. Write who, that or where.
1 This is the man
brought us the information.
2 He talked about the money
was coming into the Caribbean.
3 Mama Low’s was the restaurant
Jonathan worked.
4 Jonathan must have the best help
we can get him.
5 He went to college,
he learned to be a chef.
/5
9 Match the two parts of the sentences. Draw lines between them.
1 Burr’s agents
a everything about Jonathan.
2 Many days passed and
b nothing was heard about Jonathan.
3 Roper wants to know
c he was in hospital.
4 Anthony Bradshaw is an important
d he felt himself being moved.
5 When Jonathan woke up,
e English businessman.
6 While he was sleeping
f watched everything that Roper did.
/6
10 Complete the text from Chapter Five. Choose the correct answers (a, b, c or d).
When Jonathan woke up, he was in hospital, and Jed 1 a was sitting
b sits
c sat
d sitting
2

a no one
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c anyone
d everything
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those men had kicked him hard. “But they had to,” he thought, “if they 4 a was
b are
c are going
d were going
look real.”
“Well, the doctor says that you 5 a must
b had to
c could
d used to

to make it

sleep lots and lots,” she said. And she gave him a glass

of water with some pills.

/5

11 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct words from the box.
where
1
2
3
4
5

enough

after

before

while

going to college, Jonathan had lost both his parents.
He went to college,
he learned to be a chef.
He worked at the reception of the hotel
working in the kitchens.
Jonathan knew Hamid
he was in Cairo.
Jonathan had had
, he wanted to be alone.
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/5
12 Complete the sentences about Chapter Seven. Choose the correct word (a, b, c or d) for
each gap.
1 Roper gave Jonathan a cottage, … he could rest and go swimming.
a where
b who
c which
d what
2 Sometimes, Jonathan went to a row of old houses … no one lived.
a who
b where
c which
d what
3 Jonathan called Burr with a phone … he found in a metal can.
a where
b who
c why
d that
4 Burr wanted to know the names of the people … had visited Roper.
a who
b where
c that
d why
5 There were days … Roper was not at home.
a where
b who
c when
d what
/5
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13 Write yes or no.
1 Jonathan broke into Roper’s office.
2 He photographed some papers.
3 Jed discovered him in Roper’s office.
4 Jonathan is in love with Jed.
5 Jonathan told Jed who he really was.
/5

14 Unscramble the sentences.
1 is tortured, / Jonathan. / If Apostoll / he could / about / talk

2 Jonathan and Roper / had sat / like friends. / together / On the plane,

3 they all / hands. / were finished, / shook / When they

4 and turned / came / to a tall / lights out. / the car / gate / The driver

/4

15 Put the events in the correct order (1–6).
a Roper told Jonathan that they were going to a mountain in Panama.
b A battle was held in the wooden town in front of them.
c Suddenly some soldiers jumped out of a plane in parachutes.
d The camp was full of animals in cages.
e Jonathan took $200 from Tabby’s pocket.
f They came to a large camp where there was just a cook and a few other men.
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16 Complete the sentences from Chapter Ten. Unscramble the words in brackets.
Operation Limpet was in 1
(d g a r n e) and Jonathan needed to
2
(s e p e c a).
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Apostoll was tortured 5
6

Roper’s plane went below the 7
into Panama.
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(e a g e s m s) came, Roper was
(r e a y a l d) on his way to Panama.
(o r b f e e) he was
(d u r d e m r e).
(d r a r a) as it 8

(m a c e)

/8

17 Complete the text from Chapter Eleven. Circle the correct words.
A few hours later, a small Panamanian man 1 in / have a black suit entered the bar in Panama City
where Rooke sat, and gave 2 it / him two envelopes. “I found 3 these / you on the floor of my car,”
the man explained. “Inside one envelope 4 there / their was a note for me, and some money.
The note said that if I brought the other envelope here, I 5 would / have get five hundred dollars.”
Rooke opened the first envelope and saw Jonathan’s handwritten note 6 by / in Spanish to the driver.
/6

18 Complete the text. Choose the correct answers (a, b, c or d).
The other guests 1 a had already
b didn’t
c have
d did
plane while Roper 3 a say
b sayed
c says
d was saying

left. Langbourne and Moranti were 2 a to get
b getting
c gotten
d got

on to Roper’s

goodbye to Colonel Fernández. Suddenly a boy 4 a run
b running
c ran
d runs
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up to Roper with a piece of paper. Roper read it, and Jonathan saw an angry look come into his face.
Then Roper called Frisky over and 5 a whispered
b to whisper
c whispering
d whispers

something to him. Frisky took Jonathan’s arm

and led him on to the plane.
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19 Match the two parts of the sentences. Draw lines between them.
1 It was the first time that
a and entered Burr’s office.
2 Everyone looked at Goodhew
b he started working.
3 As soon as Burr heard about the meeting
c that had not been signed.
4 Palfrey arrived an hour later
d while the Minister started to speak.
5 Then Burr showed him another paper
e Jonathan had been spoken about.
/5
20 Complete the text. Write one word in each gap.
“I want you to tell him that we know what’s happening and we 1
following the
Lombardy and the Horacio Enriques with interest. Tell him 2
he’ll be arrested when
his boat reaches land – unless he gives us Pine and Jed. 3
he agrees, I’ll leave him this
time. I’ll let his ships go where they’re going. Darker and Palfrey – they’re all going 4
prison. But not him. And not you. But tell Roper that after this I’ll follow him forever, to the ends
5
the Earth.”
/5
21 Read the answers. Write the questions.
1

Jonathan was at the bottom of the boat tied with chains.
2

Yes, Jed knew where Jonathan was.
3

No, Roper did not like women crying.
4

Jonathan and Jed left the boat.
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/4
22 Read the sentences about Chapter Fourteen. Circle the correct words.
1 Corkoran did not tell Jed anything / something.
2 Jonathan did not want to tell Roper nothing / anything about Burr.
3 Anytime / Sometimes Langbourne visited Jonathan.
4 Jonathan knew he could do everything / nothing to help Jed.
5 Then nothing / something amazing happened.
/5
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23 Correct the sentences.
1 If I dies, please give this to your friend.

2 When he got to Canada, he immediately travelling to Quebec.

3 A band was playing, and a man singing slowly about a girl who could not sleep.

4 Burr and Strelski’s agents watched everything that Roper done.

5 When Jonathan woke up, he was in hospital, and Jed was sat next to him.

/5

four things that are true about Jonathan.
24 Tick
1 He stole all the money from the Hotel Meister’s safe.
2 He saved Burr from Sophie.
3 He fell in love with Sophie.
4 He worked for Roper.
5 He became a secret agent.
6 He saved Roper’s son.
7 He was responsible for Sophie’s death.
/4
25 Complete the sentences with phrasal verbs in the correct tense. Use one word from
Box A and one word from Box B for each sentence.

turn

run

Box A
pick

take

turn

away

up

Box B
against

on

back

1 Jonathan left Switzerland,
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3
4
5
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to England and killed an Australian man.
At the end of the Operation Limpet meeting, Strelski
the lights and showed
the men some photographs.
Jed knew that one day Roper would
her.
Jonathan was really angry and shouted at Roper. “
those words!”
Bradshaw
the phone and asked to speak to Geoffrey Darker.
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26 Put the words in the correct column.
uniform
robber

include
suitcase

Related to clothes

agent
laundry

arrest
boss

People

protect
destroy

bodyguard
leather

Actions

/3
27 Complete the sentences. Use five of the words from Exercise 26.
1 Roper’s friends were all wearing expensive suits and
jackets.
2 If you’re a secret
, you need protection from your government.
3 Jed packed her
quickly, and followed Jonathan out of the house.
4 “We’re going to
the whole gang as soon as we catch their leader.”
5 The man who was waiting for them was wearing an army
and carrying
a gun.
/5

28 Circle the correct words.
1 Freddie lost a lot of money playing cards / football / the guitar.
2 Mr Pine worked in the kitchen / restaurant / reception of the hotel.
3 Roper had passwords / passovers / passports from many different countries.
4 The camp was full of animals in boxes / cages / bins.
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/4
29 Match the words with the definitions. Draw lines between them.
1 silence
a A small house in the countryside.
2 team
b When you sell something.
3 sale
c When there are no sounds or noise at all.
4 limousine
d A very long, expensive car.
5 cottage
e A group of people who are working together.
/5
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30 Complete the letter from Jonathan to his friend Mark Ogilvey. Choose the correct
words from the box.
break in
uniform
		

suitcase
arms
copy
training
lock pick

charming
drugs
parachute
drug cartels
crook
jungle

terrace
list

Dear Mark,
I hope this letter finds you well.
I’ve got a lot to tell you about since we last saw each other.
It all started when Sophie, Freddie Hamid’s girlfriend, found me at the hotel reception and gave
me some papers to 1
. From then on, things just got worse and worse.
After Sophie’s murder, which I feel partly responsible for, I left to work in another hotel where
I met a 2
man and his bodyguards. Not only was the man a
, but he was also directly responsible for Sophie’s death.
Luckily, I was recruited by a man named Burr to work as an agent. I had to do quite
intensive 4
, but that was nothing compared to the danger
I’ve been in. I’ve flown on a plane to the 5
, I’ve had to
6
to an office using a 7
, and I’ve been
8
threatened by
. The list goes on!
Anyway, I am now living a quiet life in a small cottage, away from the world of
9
and 10
– terrible things that they are –
and I am happy.
It would be great to see you if you are ever in Cornwall.
3

All the best,

Jonathan
/10
/150
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